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THE FEAR WE HAVE TO FEAR
There is a lot to be afraid of these days, especially if you live in Washington. I just got this
BySiSIFrumkin
FRUMKIN
email: There has been a monthly average of 160,000 troops in the Iraq theatre of operations during the last 22 months, and a total of 2,112 deaths. That gives a firearm death rate of 60 per 100,000 soldiers. The
firearm death rate in Washington D.C. is 80.6 per 100,000 persons for the same period.
That means that you are about 25% more likely to be shot and killed in the U.S. Capital than you are in Iraq.
Conclusion: The U.S. should pull out of Washington.
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SO PLEASE STOP KVETCHING! Larry Derfner, J’lem Post
is about as good as it gets around here. Suicide bombings have become a rarity;
Security injustIsrael
the threat of one is now a big news story. The northern border is again quiet, Sderot is, if
not quiet, considerably quieter than it's been. Israelis don't think twice about getting on buses or shopping
downtown. Judging by their behavior, as opposed to their words, people in this country feel safe.
Meanwhile, the economy keeps growing. The war in Lebanon last summer didn't
cause anything more than a brief downturn.
True, about half the Israeli population is
either poor or close to it, but that's nothing
new. For this country's "haves," and for the
national economy overall, it's clear sailing.
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SEWAGE RESERVOIR FLOODS IN GAZA, KILLING 5
Associated Press, March 27, 2007
GAZA, March 27 (AP) — AN EARTHEN
EMBANKMENT AROUND A SEWAGE RESERVOIR
THAT WAS FILLED TO CAPACITY COLLAPSED
TUESDAY, AND OFFICIALS SAID IT SPEWED A
“TSUNAMI” OF WASTE AND MUD THAT KILLED FIVE
PEOPLE AND FORCED RESIDENTS TO FLEE UMM
NASER, A VILLAGE IN THE NORTHERN GAZA
STRIP.

serious health hazard.

houses were submerged.

Efforts to build a new waste treatment
plant were repeatedly hampered by fighting
between Israel and the Palestinians. Stuart
Shepherd, of the United Nations Office for the
Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs, said
that since the report was published, international money for a new plant had been secured but construction
could not proceed because the area was too
dangerous.

Fadel Kawash, director of the Palestinian
Water Authority, said the level of sewage in
the pool had increased over the last few days,
creeping up the earthen embankments
around it until one collapsed, “causing the
sewage to pour toward the village.”

Umm Naser is about
300 yards from the border with Israel in an
area where Palestinians
have frequently
launched rockets into
Israel, and Israeli artillery and aircraft have
fired back.

Rescue crews and gunmen from Hamas
rushed to the area to search for people feared
buried. Most residents fled or were evacuated.
Angry residents drove reporters out of the
area and mobbed arriving government officials. When Interior Minister Hani Kawasmeh
arrived to survey the damage, his bodyguards
fired in the air to disperse the crowd.
“We lost everything,” said Amina Afif, 65,
whose small shack had been destroyed.
“Everything was covered by the flood. It’s a
disaster.”

The Israeli Army offered to help clean up.
Fawzi Barhoum, a
Whether the offer was accepted was not
Hamas spokesman,
blamed the international clear.Ω

One local official blamed the collapse on
shoddy infrastructure, and United Nations
officials said they had warned of such a catastrophe for more than two years.
Emergency workers traveled among the
houses on flat-bottomed boats, and chickens
fled their coops to perch high on power lines.
The stench of sewage mixed with mud and
dead animals caused people to cover their
mouths.
Ziad Abu Farya, the leader of the village
council, described the scene as “our tsunami.”
A 2004 United Nations report warned that
the sewage plant was at maximum capacity
and that flooding was inevitable unless a new
waste treatment plant was built. It said the
effluent lake was a breeding ground for mosquitoes and waterborne diseases, posing a

sanctions imposed on
the Palestinians after
the Hamas victory in
elections in January
2006 for the condition
of the infrastructure in
Gaza. But Mr. Shepherd said the Umm
Naser project had not
been affected by the
boycott.
Two women in
their 70s, two toddlers
and a teenage girl
died in the sudden
flood, and 25 people
were injured, said Dr.
Muawiya Hassanin of
the Palestinian Health
Ministry. At least 25

A COMMENT : This time of the year, at Passover, when we are reminded of the divinely caused drowning of
Israel's Egyptian enemies, the news from Gaza of Palestinians drowning in their own feces seems quite coincidental/symbolic/ fascinating — maybe even a cautionary warning to our contemporary enemies.
It certainly seems that their yearly $1 1/2 billion in world aid - quite a large portion of it in U.S. taxpayer funds would have been better spent building and repairing sewage systems and hospitals than on weapons to kill Jews.
I wonder if the angels in heaven celebrated the Palestinian "feces tsunami" and whether the Lord reprimanded
them for it like He did 3000 years ago.
As for me, I have tried to feel compassion for the Gazans who overwhelmingly voted for a government pledged
to destroy us, but it is difficult. If sewage flooded an Israeli city there would be celebrations throughout the Moslem world but Jews do not— or should not—celebrate others’ tragedies. But we do have a sense of humor and is
it all that inappropriate to wonder who might be a better deserving candidate to be destined to drown in their own
excrement?
Si F.
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A TALE OF TWO CRIMES By Michael Barone, U.S. News and World Report, 3/19/2007
HISTORY WILL BE KIND TO ME," Winston Churchill once said, "for I intend to write it." Indeed, he did. His multiple-volume
histories of the two world wars are still widely read, though discounted by professional historians as incomplete and
in some ways misleading.
Churchill is not the only politician who has
wanted to write the history of his times; most
politicians and political operatives want at
least to shape the way history views their
actions.

in light of what happened on September 11. I
have known Berger more than 30 years and
find it unlikely that he would have done something like this on his own.

Did Bill Clinton ask him to destroy docuSome are better at this than others. In the ments that would make him look bad in hisprevious century, Democrats did much better tory? I get a sick feeling in the pit of my stomach when I ask that question. But this or
at this than Republicans.
something very much like it seems to be the
Most of us still see the events of the first
only explanation that makes sense. The Bertwo-thirds of the 20th century through the
ger case was prosecuted by career staff in
words of gifted New Deal historians like the
the Department of Justice, with little publicity.
late Arthur Schlesinger Jr., who told the story
In 2005 Berger was fined $50,000 -- not a
as Franklin Roosevelt hoped and expected it
ruinous sum for one of his earning capacity -to be told. And, to judge from the response to
ordered to perform 100 hours of community
two recent criminal proceedings, Democrats
service, and had his security clearance lifted
are doing it better in this century, too.
for three years, which means he could come
The first of these criminal proceedings,
back in a new administration after the 2008
not much noticed, was the plea bargain of
election. The attempt to write, or un-write,
former national security adviser Sandy Berger history -- if it was that -- evidently succeeded.
for removing classified documents from the
Berger's treatment was light compared
National Archives, where he had been rewith that of Dick Cheney's former chief of
viewing them under the authorization of Bill
staff, Scooter Libby. Special counsel Patrick
Clinton in preparation for testimony about
Fitzgerald prosecuted him for perjury and
9/11.
obstruction of justice for making statements
What he admitted to doing, after first decontradicted by journalists Tim Russert and
nying it, is extraordinary. On multiple occaMatt Cooper, and last week, the 11-member
sions he removed documents from the room jury found him guilty on four counts. He could
where he was reading em, concealed them in face years in jail. The case arose out of athis pants and socks, hid them at a constructempts by Libby and others to refute the
tion site outside the building, took them
charges of retired diplomat Joseph Wilson
home, and, in some cases, destroyed them.
that the administration had manipulated intelligence before the Iraq war.
Some of these documents may have
been unique and may have contained handWilson is the Titus Oates of our time, a
written comments that could have looked bad liar whose lies served the needs of a political

faction. Oates's lie was that there was a
"popish plot" to murder King Charles II; Wilson's lie was part of the "Bush lied and people died" mantra that has become the canonical version of history to much of the mainstream media and the Democratic Party.
Wilson's story, retailed to journalists and
then presented in a column in The New York
Times, was that he had debunked evidence
that Iraq was seeking uranium from Niger and
that his report had circulated in the highest
levels of the administration; he suggested
that he had been sent to Niger in response to
a request by Cheney.
In fact, as a 2004 bipartisan report of the
Senate Intelligence Committee found, all
those claims were false, as well as his denial
that his wife had recommended him for the
Niger trip.
Still, the "Bush lied and people died" mantra resonates. Yet there was no lie. Given
Saddam Hussein's previous use of weapons
of mass destruction and his refusal to cooperate with weapons inspectors, George W.
Bush had to assume he had WMDs, just as
Bill Clinton had before him -- as we were reminded by Hillary Rodham Clinton's speech
in favor of the Iraq war resolution.
The Libby verdict in no way undercuts
that. But the Republicans are running behind
in the battle to write history.
Michael Barone is a senior writer with
U.S. News & World Report and the principal
co-author of The Almanac of American Politics

